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Blueprint for Beauty

In our book, there are three building blocks to beauty: inside, outside and embellishments.
Block 1: Excellent skincare regimens containing powerful anti-aging ingredients to keep skin healthy.
Block 2: Multi-tasking makeup products that beautify skin with antioxidant ingredients and protect against sun damage.
Block 3: Exciting colors for eyes, lips and cheeks that fit together with a snap.

Joyaux Intemporels

C

lé de Peau Beauté color-creator Lucia Pieroni went mining for
this fall’s eye shadow color collection and struck it rich. The five

gorgeous new eye quads celebrate the juxtaposition of raw precious
gems and the striking beauty of one of nature’s most enchanting creatures: the butterfly. Emeralds, sapphires, rubies and
topaz mix with velvety sheens of smoky copper, gold and
platinum. Each one of the new eye palettes complements the omnipresent charcoal and camel color
schemes seen on the European and New York fashion runways for fall/winter 2010. Super-smooth
in texture, they have been formulated with
Argan tree oil to ensure easy application,
perfect blending and long wear without creasing. Also beneficial to the delicate eye area is
Clé De Peau’s Hydro-Wrap Complex, which acts
as a moisturizing agent. We fell in love with all five color
palettes: malachite, kyanite, thulite, gold and platinum.
Available at Barney

Five Easy Pieces

W

orld-renowned plastic surgeon Dr. Garth Fisher and beauty-industry veteran Paul Scott Premo have combined
their extensive expertise to create CellCeuticals Biomedical Skin
Treatments, to offer a less-invasive approach to maintaining a youthful appearance. Fisher explains: “People are always surprised to hear
that I turn away 40 percent of those who walk into my office because they are not a candidate for procedures, [they] have unrealistic
expectations or simply their skin is not in an optimal condition for
procedures. Now, with the introduction of CellCeuticals, I am able
to offer a clinically effective skin-treatment system for those who
are not ready for plastic surgery.” The five-piece set includes
Extremely Gentle Skin Cleanser ($35), Extreme Defense Anti-CellDamage Skin Treatment
($70), CellGenesis Regenerative Skin Treatment
($85), NeoCell Micro-Resurfacing Skin Treatment
($47.50), and CerActive
Active Moisture + Barrier
Repair Skin Treatment
($47.50). We especially
loved the delicious feel of
CellGenesis. Fans: Kim Kardashian and Gloria Estefan.
www.cellceuticals.com
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Decleor: Skin-Care
Excellence for Men

T

urn the humdrum of everyday shaving into a sensational experience. Start with the triple-action Shave Perfector Serum ($53)

to soften and lift ingrown hairs and improve razor glide. Use as an
aftershave to soften skin and soothe razor burn. Smooth Shave Foam
($22) helps limit excess sebum, and soothes and refreshes the skin
while remaining free of fragrance and alcohol. Soothing After Shave
($38) is protective and ultra-light, and penetrates rapidly. Free of parabens and preservatives. Clean Skin Scrub Gel ($30) moisturizes and
softens skin, eliminates impurities, and lifts and softens stubble. Eye
Contour Energiser Gel ($34) made with essential oils targets tired and
dull skin around the eye contour area. Skin Energiser Fluid ($45)
soothes razor burn while slowing hair growth; it also softens wrinkle
lines, leaving skin perfectly hydrated, moisturized and protected from
harsh external elements. Available at Nordstrom.

Tempting TEMPTU

I

f you have longed for the same
flawless complexions seen on your

favorite celebrities in movies and on
magazine covers, your wait is over.
The appearance of skin perfection
was once only achieved through the
skill of a well-trained makeup artist
and a professional-grade airbrush.
Now you can experience makeup excellence too with TEMPTU’s AIRbrush
makeup system and AIRpods. The
simplified airbrush system and application technique uses an ingenious
system to hold foundation shades and blush color in individual
“pods” that easily pop in and out. The application is light, fresh
and youthful looking. Available at Sephora. $225.

